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We are still years away (if it ever comes) from not
having any non-XML legacy formats. In my company,
we are currently starting a project where they will (in
total) number in the 10s. As far as I can see from the
JBI standard there is not standard way of dealing with
non-XML data. The 2 implementations I know of,
Open-ESB and ServiceMix have encoders and
marshallers respectively for this purpose. The ideas
behind Encoders is pretty elegant IMO. On any given
BC an Encoder can be specified. In this way one you
can decouple the protocol from the format (and of
course all of this from the business logic). Say we
must deal with CSV files that we fetch using FTP and
a webservice that expects this data in XML form. We
connect this WS to the ESB using the FTP BC and
specify a CSV encoder. THe problem is the support for
implementing your own Encroders is flaky at best.(See
http://wiki.open-esb.java.net/Wiki.jsp?
page=CreateOwnEncoder ). 
1. Is there another way of accomplishing this?
2. I don't understand why this is not required by most
people using ESBs. ESBs are all about integrating
legacy systems and formats.
3. Does anybody have experience implementing an
encoder?
4. Does SUN have plans to make this easier?
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I hope you don't intend on converting everything to
XML at some point in time. That's not a good idea
IMO.

myman wrote:
We are still years away (if it ever comes)
from not having any non-XML legacy
formats.
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Well how can you have a standard way to deal with
non-standard data? I mean, I expect Wordpad to open
ASCII files, but not to "deal" with the data or make
sense of it in any way.

Okay, however you do it, it sounds to me like a simple
event handler type of pattern, regardless of how you
engineer the infrastructure.

I don't really understand what your problem is or what
you expect from Sun here. Can you briefly and clearly
explain your problem in 1-2 sentences? Maybe provide
a simple example/scenario.
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Are you from Sun? I really would expect a more
considered anwser and a closer reading of the
question if this is the case.

It is quite simple really. JBI is based on WebServices.
WebServices expect XML messages. The NMR routes
only XML based messages. A lot of the data
companies have to deal with is not in XML format. JBI
claims to be about integration (its the I in the JBI).

In my company, we are currently starting
a project where they will (in total) number
in the 10s. As far as I can see from the
JBI standard there is not standard way of
dealing with non-XML data.

The 2 implementations I know of, Open-
ESB and ServiceMix have encoders and
marshallers respectively for this purpose.
The ideas behind Encoders is pretty
elegant IMO. On any given BC an
Encoder can be specified. In this way
one you can decouple the protocol from
the format (and of course all of this from
the business logic). Say we must deal
with CSV files that we fetch using FTP
and a webservice that expects this data
in XML form. We connect this WS to the
ESB using the FTP BC and specify a
CSV encoder.

THe problem is the support for
implementing your own Encroders is
flaky at best.(See http://wiki.open-
esb.java.net/Wiki.jsp?
page=CreateOwnEncoder ). 
1. Is there another way of accomplishing
this?
2. I don't understand why this is not
required by most people using ESBs.
ESBs are all about integrating legacy
systems and formats.
3. Does anybody have experience
implementing an encoder?
4. Does SUN have plans to make this
easier?
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therefore it should be easy to deal with non-XML data.
The JBI standard does not specify any standard
mechanism or API for enabling people to get non-XML
data into the ESB (or for converting non-XML data to
XML). Like I said the Encoder API from Open-ESB I
find to be an elegant solution to the problem, but it is a)
non part of the JBI standard and b) it is not easy to
deploy a self-implemented Encoder (in the link
mentioned they talk about checking it into the Open-
JBI Components projects): I find this hard to believe
that this is not a pretty standard use case and thus my
question if I haven't perhaps overlooked a possible
way of accomplishing this. If this is the only way, then
the question is, do Sun have plans for making
Encoders more pluggalbe?

Amd as for
» Well how can you have a standard way to deal with
non-standard data? I mean, I expect Wordpad to open
ASCII files, but not to "deal" with the data or make
sense of it in any way.
This really doesn't deserve an answer. 

» Maybe provide a simple example/scenario.
And what exactly is this then? "Say we must deal with
CSV files that we fetch using FTP and a webservice
that expects this data in XML form. We connect this
WS to the ESB using the FTP BC and specify a CSV
encoder."
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And I expected a more intelligible, concise explanation.

What are you talking about? Why would you make
such an assumption? Integration doesn't mean they
are going to handle your specific formats or whatever.
I'm still not sure what you need. Web Services are
XML based. If you want integration, then client needs
to send XML. What do you mean by non-XML? 

myman wrote:
Are you from Sun? I really would expect
a more considered anwser and a closer
reading of the question if this is the case.

It is quite simple really. JBI is based on
WebServices. WebServices expect XML
messages. The NMR routes only XML
based messages. A lot of the data
companies have to deal with is not in
XML format. JBI claims to be about
integration (its the I in the JBI). therefore
it should be easy to deal with non-XML
data.

The JBI standard does not specify any
standard mechanism or API for enabling
people to get non-XML data into the ESB
(or for converting non-XML data to XML).
Like I said the Encoder API from Open-
ESB I find to be an elegant solution to
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It sounds to me like you need to write a translation
layer but are upset about it and expect Sun to do it for
you? I'm still not clear.

Well this thread doesn't deserve my attention but I'm
trying to understand your problem.

So put the contents of the CVS in an XML message.
What is the problem?!?! And what are you execting to
happen?!?!
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Please don't reply to a forum entry if you are not
qualified to do so.I am not upset: all  of the information
is there in a legible and conscise form. I repeat my
question: are you from Sun? Do you even have
experience with JBI or Open-ESB?

Anybody else on this topic?
It looks like others have the same problem:
http://www.nabble.com/-servicemix-user--Files-
binding%3A-processing-non-XML-files-
td1561447s12049.html
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We are still years away (if it ever comes) from not

the problem, but it is a) non part of the
JBI standard and b) it is not easy to
deploy a self-implemented Encoder (in
the link mentioned they talk about
checking it into the Open-JBI
Components projects): I find this hard to
believe that this is not a pretty standard
use case and thus my question if I
haven't perhaps overlooked a possible
way of accomplishing this. If this is the
only way, then the question is, do Sun
have plans for making Encoders more
pluggalbe?

Amd as for
» Well how can you have a standard way
to deal with non-standard data? I mean, I
expect Wordpad to open ASCII files, but
not to "deal" with the data or make sense
of it in any way.
This really doesn't deserve an answer.

» Maybe provide a simple
example/scenario.
And what exactly is this then? "Say we
must deal with CSV files that we fetch
using FTP and a webservice that expects
this data in XML form. We connect this
WS to the ESB using the FTP BC and
specify a CSV encoder."
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having any non-XML legacy formats. In my company,
we are currently starting a project where they will (in
total) number in the 10s. As far as I can see from the
JBI standard there is not standard way of dealing with
non-XML data.

Have you looked at section 5.5.1.1.2 in the spec? It
may be short on examples but non-XML data can be
added using attachments. Having more examples and
expanding this "non-XML" data capability is something
JBI 2.0 is tackling.

Peter.
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Hi Pete, I did see that. The communication with these
old legacy systems that we integrate is always with file.
Files we can pick up using HTTP, using FTP etc etc.
We have absolutely no influence on the files we get.
We wanted to use the various BCs to pick up / receive
the files, but the output from a BC must always be an
XML string. If the output is XML then the input must
also be XML. To get around this we would have to
write a program to fetch the files and convert them and
then pump them into the ESB. Then I don't need an
ESB...
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(working for Sun, but not in the engineering team, just
to avoid questions :-) )

I agree, that the current way of writing an Encoder is
somewhat cumbersome. My personal opinion is that
Sun is probably going to improve this in alignment with
JBI2.0, simply because there is need for extended
functionality. The commercial Sun product JavaCAPS
has an intelligent editor and tester to parse delimited,
fixed length, array-like (etc.) structures from byte or
string content. This works in most cases (>95%) but
not in all. Maybe we'll see something similar in
OpenESB some time in the future.

Nonetheless I share the doubts of wpafbuser1 whether
it is possible to standardize on mapping non-XML to
XML. On the one hand there are to many ways (i.e.
infinite) to encode data. CSV is only one (though very
common) format. How would you encode/decode
compressed, encrypted or simply proprietary data?
E.g. how would you extract the author from a MS Word
document or the EXIF data from a photograph image? I
don't think you can standardize on data formats like
these. Compare this with a JCA connector. It's only
standardized on "how" the connector connects
techincally to the resource system, but not on "what"
the semantics of the resource system is.

Binary attachments may help in some cases where
you have to transfer content between locations quickly,
but the ESB and attached Services still have to
understand on how to decode the content.

Armin
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If your non-XML data is in a completely proprietary
format you may well be on your own. If it uses one of
several vertical standards but is just not XML there
may be a connector or encoder option available to you
via the Open ESB community.
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Many thanks for the answer:
» Nonetheless I share the doubts of wpafbuser1
whether it is possible to standardize on mapping non-
XML to XML
I am not looking for this. I want to be able to write a
converter myself, but to be able to plug this converter
into various BCs. This is exactly what the encoder
allows, but like you said yourself it is (very)
cumbersome.

» JavaCAPS
Good to know. We are in the process of buying!
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I am glad to hear that :-)
I work for Sun and specialize in Java CAPS.
Java CAPS 5.1, generally available for purchase for a
while, is an integration framework built to deal with
precisely these kinds of issues (legacy integration,
non-XML as well as XML data, lots of pre-built
adapters for a variety of systems and protocols,
mature, used by many customers all over the world) as
well as for implementation of web services, SOA and
composite applications. And above all it does not force
data conversion to/from XML. It has a mechanism for
defining data structures that will parse variety of data
formats, delimited (for example CSV) and fixed size. It
has facilities for directly interacting with a variety of
RDBMS’s, SAP, PeopleSoft, whatever. The up and
coming Release 6 will provide all of that plus elements
of OpenESB so if your organization chooses to invest
in Java CAPS you will be able to use all of the facilities
without having to go to the trouble of writing
encoders/decoders if the non-JBI parts of Java CAPS
6 will do the job.
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Welcome to the Encoder world! the bridge enables talk
between legacy and modern. This is Jun, I work for
Sun, used to be working on OTDs in JavaCAPS 5.X
days and now working on Encoders. I pretty much
wrote the Encoder framework and all Encoders (both
runtime and design time), and am also the author and
owner of all Encoder related wiki pages for Open-ESB.
Although Encoder architecture is plug and play ready,
due to JBI's limitation on class loading, new Encoder
providers cannot be added (recognized by all BCs)
without changing the packaging of the existing Encoder
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Shared Library. But this problem is temporary, in next
generation of the JBI implementation, this limitation will
not be there. New Encoder providers can be added
without touching existing packaging and be truly
plug&play. Don't be scared by that lengthy wiki page
about how to create your own Encoder provider. It's
actually pretty simple. Everything goes through Java's
standard Service Provider mechanism. And the SPI
(Service Provider Interface) required to be
implemented by a new Encoder Provider is quite
simple too. If you have problems implementing a new
Encoder provider, just let me know. I will help you on
that. My email address is on Encoder introduction wiki
page. Or you can post your detail technical questions
here and I will try my best to answer them. Thanks!
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Hi and many thanks to you both. Like I mentioned we
are in the process of purchasing JCaps and will be
receiving Version 5.2 / 6, so I look forward to seeing
those capabilities mentioned. JunXu: I will be in touch!
Both interfaces look easy: it's the compile process that
is bogging me down. I downloaded the source
yesterday from CVS for 2 hours and spent a further 1
hour setting up Artifactory (we don't have desktop
internet access) and Maven. Haven't gotten around to
coding itself yet!

But I am a little concerned that this all is not really JBI.
Is there any chance encoders will become a part of the
standard?
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We design ChainBuilder ESB which is built on top of
Servicemix. We understand that the non-XML data
format is not gone way in an enterprise. This is why the
non-XML support is one of our main focuses. 

We take a different approach than the typical encoder
and decoder framework in Open ESB. We create a
framework for you to define a non-XML in a GUI
editor. You can then use the Map component to map
the non-XML into XML data. Or you can use the
Parser component (which is similar to the decoder) to
convert no-XML to XML. The whole point is that users
don't write any code to achieve the same purpose.

Check it out if it helps you. We also did some limited
testing on the OpenESB.

Eric Lu
Creators of ChainBuilder ESB
http://www.chainforge.net
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